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Message from CEO

2020 is fast approaching to conclusion and has taken a very heavy toll on the individuals all
across the globe. This year was like no other year before as the life as we knew it, perhaps, is
changed for ever.
We have been continuing to deliver our services virtually since March due to the pandemic
which has taken the whole world in its wave. We made all possible and essential efforts in the
forms of staff training and equipment to keep up the work we have been carrying. Besides renovating and redesigning the offices we have made available all necessary PPE’s for our staff as
we put the staff safety as the priority. PCHS operations team has also redesigned and modified
the existing policies and procedure to suit the pandemic requirements effectively.
One of the PCHS unique programs ‘Langar on Wheels’ has been revamped due to emerging
community needs. As there have been more and more seniors who have been waiting to be
helped with the culturally competent food and delivery of groceries at their doorsteps.

I would like to thank the Federal, Provincial and Regional Government for providing us with
the funding which was essential for us to serve the community. I would also extend a hearties
thanks to The United Way Greater Toronto for providing us with the emergency funds to serve
the community during these hard times.

Merry Christmas
Best wishes for joy and love this Christmas season,
for you and your family.

We are also thankful to our staff and volunteers who have taken a step ahead from the call of
their duty to support the communities in all possible manner.

I know this will be the celebration and holiday season soon. But this time it is going
to be a little different as we all have to follow the physical distancing guidelines.

I wish you all a very happy holidays!
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Bring on a
positive
2021!
f 2020 has taught us any-

being receptive to new ideas,

friendly contact, online has

thing it's that life can be

suggestions and ways of doing

become an important way of

unpredictable and we can't

business.

communicating. And that's
certain to continue into 2021.

take anything for granted. Of

relationships and having our

and uncertainty in the world

Consider bringing on board

own 'team'. The New Year is

why not also review those

someone who holds you

about reinforcing and valuing

typical day-to-day irritations

accountable for your prog-

the different ways we can con-

and concerns and question if

ress, who perhaps suggests

nect and keep in touch. Let's

they really warrant getting

skills you would benefit from

continue to be supportive

stressed or unsettled about;

acquiring, who recognises

of the vulnerable within our

all working towards a positive

each stage of your success and

family and local community

2021.

encourages you to appreciate

and be mindful of those who

those results.

perhaps need additional help

The global picture throughout

and support.

2020 has brought a different
focus to many of our worlds

On a personal level many of us

» Susan Leigh

I

ing someone else's agenda.

course, the high street and

Many businesses have adapt-

many businesses were already

ed well and moved to working

Whilst we've reflected and

facing some tough struggles

more online, learning to keep

revised our priorities we also

before coronavirus, but those

in touch with customers,

know that it's still import-

challenges couldn't have pre-

suppliers and colleagues in a

ant to set goals that stretch

pared us for this year and the

none face-to-face-way, whilst

us, that motivate us to grow

global pandemic.

successfully supporting and

and develop. But in order to

maintaining those relation-

engage fully those goals have

Having the mindset to bring

ships. From buying, selling,

to mean something to us and

on a positive 2021 means

sharing advice and enjoying

not have us simply follow-

have had to cope with isola-

Don't forget your relation-

and highlighted how much

tion, loneliness and the fact

ships. Ensure that you remem-

time we've typically spent

that much of life throughout

ber throughout the new year,

fretting and worrying about

2020 has been put on hold.

to set aside regular time for

things that have little or no

We've perhaps been inspired

the important relationships in

real significance. Instead of

to try viable, interesting op-

your life. Being available for

mulling things over ask your-

tions to care for and support

date nights, quiz and games

self do you need to quickly ad-

ourselves, becoming more

evenings, walks and get-to-

dress or deal with an issue, is

creative, interested in spend-

gethers demonstrate that you

it worth making the emotional

ing time in nature. Finding ef-

care about your relationships

investment or is a healthier

fective ways to be healthy and

and are prepared to commit

option simply to walk away

look after ourselves, nurture

time to enjoy them.

and let it go?

skills and be more adaptive

What about perspective?

Time for yourself has become

has been a valuable lesson

Many of us have, over this

especially important of late.

gained in 2020.

past year, discovered a more

It's a crucial part of self-care

grounded, balanced outlook.

and mental wellbeing. Yes, be-

Moving positively into 2021

Having become more reflec-

ing absorbed in a routine piece

means continuing to incorpo-

tive and revised our priorities

of work, driving somewhere

rate those lessons learned,

let's aim to continue that ap-

familiar or drifting off in a bor-

which also involves appreci-

proach into 2021. When we've

ing meeting can be trance-in-

ating the importance of our

witnessed so much unrest

ductive as you glaze over and

our relationships, acquire new

Source: http://EzineArticles.com/10387187
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mentally check out for a while

if you'd booked an appointment

tance of quality sleep, tuning in

but it's not the same as taking

with an important customer or

to your moods so you're able to

dedicated personal time.

adviser you'd be certain to keep

look after yourself better. Mak-

it. Scheduling time for yourself

ing time for yourself is import-

is equally high priority too!

ant. Yes, there's always another

Setting aside time to focus on

task, something else that could

your interests, have space to
pursue your hobbies, catch

Bring on a positive 2021, as you

be done, but when you deter-

up with friends or family for a

determine to keep a hold on

mine to look after yourself well

little quality time on a rea-

the benefits and lessons gained

you'll soon discover how every

sonably regular basis are all

during 2020; the flexible ap-

area of your life, business and

important investments. Be firm

proach to work and business,

relationships improve.

about having some 'me time'

the commitment to self-care,

for yourself and remember that

eating healthily, the impor-

Time for

yourself

has become
especially
important

of late. It's a
crucial part
of self-care
and mental
wellbeing.
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PCHS Observes
National Addictions
Awareness Week
» Puneet Dhillon

National Addictions

affected byaddictions

Awareness Week PCHS

in their many forms. The

observed National Ad-

more information we

dictions Awareness Week

have, the more we can-

from November 22-28.

support our friends, our

The weeklong cam-

family, and ourselves.

paign focused on major

National Addictions

themes including effects

Awareness Week runs

of alcohol and impaired

November 22-28. It is

driving. The organisation

an opportunity to learn

in regard to this also or-

more about addiction,

ganised an online event

how it affects all of us,

on 24th of November to

how we can help pre-

motivate individuals to

vent substance abuse

do harm reduction on

harm, and the different

drugs and alcohol. As a

forms of treatment and

community, we are all

recovery.

MEN’S MENTAL HEALTH, SUICIDE PREVENTION
& PROSTATE CANCER AWARENESS MONTH
Let’s spread awareness about prostate cancer, testicular cancer, suicide
prevention and other mental health related issues of men.

www.pchs4u.com
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The Common
Signs of
Alcohol Abuse
» Lance Winslow

When someone's social events all seem to be centered around alcohol, it's a
good indication they might have a drinking problem, or an alcohol dependency
issue.

P

erhaps the most

might be that once they

have a drinking problem

common sign of al-

drink one can of beer, they

that is getting in the way of

cohol abuse is that

find the need to finish off

their decision making and

one drinks every day, and

an entire six-pack, or one

normal functioning.

never really goes without a

glass of wine and they drink

drink of some type. Morning

the entire bottle.

When someone drinks and
then gets belligerent even

drinks are also a common
sign of alcohol abuse and

When someone gets a DUI

with close friends and fam-

dependency. Some alcohol-

(Driving under the influ-

ily, this can be a sign of a

ics can't start the day with-

ence), or more than one,

drinking problem and a sign

out a drink. Another sign

it's becoming apparent they

of other internal stress-re-
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lated problems for which

Likewise, an adult who

drinking problem, look for

alcohol is being used.

rarely drinks, but gets drunk

the signs, then take action.

and drives a car, or starts a

If you try to stop, but can't,

When someone's social

fight, we'd all consider this

then it is time to get help.

events all seem to be cen-

an abuse of alcohol.

tered around alcohol, it's a
good indication they might

However, since they don't

have a drinking problem,

drink often, they probably

or an alcohol dependency

aren't alcoholics, unless

issue.

they've had a problem with
dependency in the past.

There is a Difference
Between Abusing Alcohol

We often associate alcohol-

and Dependency

ics with unacceptable social
behavior, but in reality, you

Abusing alcohol can include

can have people who drink

teenage binge drinking,

who exhibit unacceptable

which is very hard on the

behavior who are not de-

body, and an activity for

pendent on alcohol. Just as

which they will pay dearly

you can have a functioning

the next morning with a

alcoholic who never steps

hangover. Still, if a teenag-

out of line socially, has a

er did this every 4-months

hangover, or becomes un-

let's say at a "rager party"

ruly while drinking.

AN ADULT WHO

but didn't care to drink
in between, they are not

RARELY DRINKS,

Conclusion

BUT GETS DRUNK

dependent on alcohol or
an alcoholic, but they are

Alcoholism is a disease, it's

AND DRIVES A

abusing alcohol. Of course,

called; Alcohol Use Disor-

CAR, OR STARTS

if this becomes a common

der. It's serious, it destroys

occurrence and they start

your health, re-wires your

A FIGHT, THIS

drinking daily, they are well

brain, and eventually can

on their way to a serious

ruin your life. It's serious. If

dependency problem.

you think you might have a

IS CONSIDERED
AS AN ABUSE OF
ALCOHOL.

Source: https://EzineArticles.com/expert/Lance_Winslow/5306
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Why It Is Important
To Have Hobbies For
Seniors?

The most important impact that the
change of pace of lifestyle after retirement can have is on the mind of the
senior. It is not uncommon that after
retirement, the retiree usually will have
a slower lifestyle. This will mean lesser
regular routines compared with time
when he or she was still "working". But
the Mind Never Stops Working!

This change in routine can sometimes

» Soon See Leak

lead to depression. Depression prevents you from enjoying life like what

Depression is a common problem for adults who have just

you used to. But its effects go far beyond mood. It also impacts your energy,

embarked on their new lifestyle but have not really mentally

sleep, appetite, and physical health and

prepared themselves. The symptoms of depression can affect

even sexual drive. However, depression

every aspect of your life, including your energy, appetite,

is not an inevitable part of aging or

sleep, and interest in work, hobbies, and relationships and sex.

lifestyle change.

Sometimes, the new retiree will struggle with feelings of helplessness and
hopelessness after retirement. Or they
When a senior embarks on a new

So let's look at the 5 reasons why hobbies

lifestyle, the change of pace that

for seniors are so important.

may find it harder and harder to get
through the day. If you suddenly feel
like this, you're not alone.

comes with the new lifestyle can
have both physical and psycho-

Depression is a common problem for

logical impacts on the person. It is
therefore important that seniors
must understand these impacts and
know the reasons why they must
consider having some hobbies in
their new lifestyle.

REMEMBER,
THE MIND
NEVER STOPS
WORKING

adults who have just embarked on
their new lifestyle but have not really
mentally prepared themselves. The
symptoms of depression can affect
every aspect of your life, including your
energy, appetite, sleep, and interest in
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work, hobbies, and relationships

purpose or loss of identity due

and achievement as you slowly

and sex.

to retirement or physical limita-

notice yourself becoming more

tions on activities.

and more accomplished at these
new hobbies. And the great thing

Unfortunately, all too many depressed seniors fail to recognize

And of course, fears - Fear of

is that there is no external time

the symptoms of depression, or

death or dying, anxiety over

schedule to worry about. You set

don't take the steps to get the

financial problems or health

your time frame and you can feel

help they need.

issues.

the joy of success at your own
pace.

Whether you're 50 or 80, you

It's a myth to think that after a

don't have to live with depres-

certain age you can't learn new

sion. Senior depression can be

skills, try new activities, or make

overcome with the adoption of

fresh lifestyle changes. The

the right mindset and getting

truth is that the human brain

actively involved in hobbies that

never stop working and is always

interest and excite you and can

changing, so older adults are just

make you feel better and live a

as capable as younger people of

happy and vibrant life. As you

learning new things and adapt-

grow older, you face significant

ing to new ideas. Overcoming

When a senior embarks on the

life changes that can put you

depression often involves finding

new lifestyle, this change of pace

at risk for depression. Even for

new hobbies that you enjoy

of living also have a physical

seniors who are a fairly good

and preferably with these new

effect on his or her well-being.

physical health condition can

hobbies you become socially

It is not uncommon that before

feel depress for the following

active and feel connected to your

retirement, a person daily work

reasons:

community and loved ones. Hob-

routine can be quite fast paved

bies such as learning to play a

and demanding. His or her work

The feeling of loneliness and

musical instrument like the piano

routine can cause the body to

isolation - Living alone; a dwin-

or guitar or even magic tricks are

be actively involved physically

dling social circle due to deaths

great hobbies for seniors to pick

including active use of the limbs

or relocation; decreased mobility

up and these hobbies are great

and other parts of the body. But

due to illness or loss of driving

"antidotes" for depression. By

the sudden change of pace with

privileges.

immersing yourself into learning

the new lifestyle may result in a

these new skills, your mind will

big reduction of physical bodily

The feeling of reduced sense

once again become active and

activity.

of purpose - Feelings of loss of

you will feel a sense of pride

THE BODY
NEEDS
CARING
TOO
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Physical activity has powerful

pick up irrespective of your age

beings. With this new lifestyle,

diet routine. Also if you find the

of the fact that he or she needs

mood-boosting effects. In fact,

or physical fitness level. This

most seniors or retirees sudden-

interest, then you should pick up

to continue to provide resources

research suggests it may be just

hobby will help you improve your

ly find themselves "cut-off" from

cooking skills as a new hobby if

for self-development and im-

as effective as antidepressants

health and well being tremen-

the usual daily social interac-

you are not already cooking reg-

provement. Remember, the mind

in relieving depression. The best

dously.

tion. Such a change can also

ularly. Many cooking programs

never stops working. Many retir-

online and offline not only teach

ees

sometimes cause depression. So

part is that the benefits come
without side effects. You don't

Yoga is another good hobby to

connection with others is very

have to hit the gym to reap the

pick up. Besides being good for

important. Getting the proper

rewards.

you general health, certain types

social contact and communica-

of Yoga can also help in weight

tion that you need, plays a big

Many hobbies for seniors can

loss, which is especially great for

role in preventing depression.

not only provide new skills to

senior's ladies who are always

Finding some ideal hobbies for

the seniors but can also be a

considering how to lose more

seniors can make a big differ-

great source of physical exercise.

weight and keep a young looking

ence in helping seniors go out

Learning and playing various

figure.

to socialize actively and provide

types of games like golf or tennis.

the necessary level of human

If you have being already playing

contact to prevent the on-set

such games then continue to be

of early depression. Of course

engaged in such activities this
will definitely be great for your
well being as you embark on this
new lifestyle.

If you are physically challenged

YOU
CANNOT
BE AN
ISLAND

learning and playing games by
joining clubs like tennis clubs or
golf clubs will be great to start

BE
CAREFUL
OF WHAT
YOU EAT
Yes that's right. One of the biggest challenges when you embark
on your new lifestyle will be the
change in your food and eating
routine. Prior to retirement,
usually a person will have a fairly
regular eating regime. May be a
light breakfast before leaving for
work. A quick lunch in the office

magic tricks or playing the piano

or have not been that active

One of the biggest change that a

is a great confidence booster in

physically while you were "work-

senior or retiree will face in the

getting a senior back into social-

ing" then there are many new

new lifestyle is the sudden drop

izing be it with other seniors in a

hobbies that can be great at both

of social contact and interaction.

neighborhood center or meeting

giving you fun and excitement

While you are "working", you are

up with old friends and buddies

learning it and at the same time

usually not aware that during

who are also now starting their

be good for your physical well

the "normal working hours" from

new lifestyle.

being. One of these hobbies for

9a.m. to 5p.m. you are usually

seniors is of course learning Tai

quite active communicating and

Chi. Tai Chi is a great hobby to

integrating with other human

you how to cook delicious and
mouth-watering dishes, but also
teach you about the nutritional
and health benefits of the various kinds of fruits and vegetables. You can easily learn to
cook Italian dishes, Japanese
dishes, make Smoothies or even
bake Cupcakes and start a home
business.

and then dinner at home with the
spouse and the rest of the family.
But once you have retired, you
no longer follow such a regular
meals routine.

socializing again. It is proven that
picking up a hobby like learning

very

So, not only be careful what you

quickly fall into a state of despair

eat but also you can make it an

shortly after entering retirement

enjoyable, healthy and rewarding

because they begin to feel a lack

hobby learning about food and

of self worthiness as they "lose"

cooking.

the feeling of "importance" that
came with the job that they were

So what has that got to do with

doing. It does not matter what

the need to have a hobby? Well
as the saying goes, "you are what
you eat!" So to ensure that you
are able to have an enjoyable
and fulfilling new lifestyle, you
must make sure that you are
healthy and fit and to do that it

SELFDEVELOPMENT
AND FAMILY
RELATIONSHIPS

position they were in when they
retired. When they were a clerk
or a cashier they had a daily role
to play in the company and that
gave them a sense of pride and
worthiness in society.

is good that you pick up some
good hobbies that will teach you
or encourage you to be able to
maintain a healthy fitness and

Another very important element

Some seniors may need to ad-

to note after retirement is that

dress other matters relating to

seniors very often are not aware

personal matters like sex and
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new lifestyle after retirement,

positive experience to the rest of

it is very important that he or

the family. Make real efforts to

she must find a way to continue

contributing to the welfare and

to embark on self-development.

condition of the home including

Learn a new skill for example car-

the house keeping and gardening

pentry or learn a new language.

where applicable. If you have

Have a proactive approach to en-

some interest, this phase of your

also forget that

sure that you seek out to acquire

life is the best time to pick up

when they re-

a new skill or engage in some

some cooking skills. Make it one

course or program on self-devel-

of the new hobbies to learn. If

opment as soon as possible after

you are a man then imagine how

you have decided to be part of

thrilled your wife will be to find

the senior's new lifestyle. Seek-

you cooking an authentic Italian

ing out new hobbies targeted on

dinner at home for you and your

self-development can do this. You

spouse and the rest of the family.

can develop yourself physically

Ladies can pick up new handicraft

through learning new skills and

hobbies or playing some musical

even new exercise programs,

instrument. You must be aware

improve mentally by getting

that your new lifestyle may affect

their gown up

involved in Chess playing groups

the rest of your family so you

children and

and also grow spiritually through

must make it as pleasant and

getting involved in spiritual de-

memorable time as possible of

velopment activities.

your life and theirs too.

Many seniors also forget that

So the above are 5 important rea-

when they retire, their new life-

sons why seniors need hobbies.

style also affects other members

Hobbies for seniors will provide

of the family, especially their

the necessary "antidotes" to

spouses and their gown up chil-

many of the potential challenges

dren and even grand children. It

that seniors will face so that they

is very important that they are

can have a truly enjoyable and

aware of this and make proactive

rewarding new lifestyle.

Many seniors

tire, their new
lifestyle also
affects other
members of
the family, especially their
spouses and

even grand
children.

love issues. Fortunately there are
many resources available online
that can provide help 24 hours
a day. All you need is a bit of
searching online.

So when a senior enters into the

effort to ensure that their new
lifestyle routines are a welcome

Happy living the new lifestyle!!

Source: https://bit.ly/3pdTR3V

PCHS Media
Shaping your thoughts
Our Shows
The Purple Tales
Weekly Punjabi News
InterGen
News & Views
Parchol
Khari Khari
Community Connection

For information about programs and their schedule please visit our website at www.pchsmedia.com
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CRITICAL THINKING

If

someone lives in the

out to get them.

a whole, this likely to be seen
as something that is out of

western world, or in
Therefore, not only will they

their control. When it comes

been heavily influenced by it,

be an observer of what is going

to what does or doesn't take

they will probably see them-

around them, but they will also

place, this could be seen as

selves as just an observer of

be a target. The only way that

something that is primarily in

their reality. So, in the same

their life will change, then, is if

the hands of the government

way that they will just view

something changes 'out there';

and even 'elites'.

what is on a screen, they will

there will be no other way.

a country that has

They themselves, along with

also just view what is taking
In General

most of their fellow human

If someone can accept that

beings, are not going to have

They may, or may not, accept

they do play a part in their life,

much of a say. For the world

that there are certain things

even if it is just a small part, it

to change, it will be down to

that they can control in their

could mean that they believe

these people to make the nec-

life but everything else will be

that they have control when it

essary changes or perhaps for

outside of their control. If they

comes to their career, rela-

these people to be dealt with

do, they could even believe

tionships and health.

in some way.

in how they respond to what

Or, they might only accept

Two Sides

happens to them.

that they have control over

Now, when a country is chiefly

their career, but that their

made up of those who believe

The Alternative

relationships and health are

that they have some control

On the other hand, if someone

largely out of their control.

and those who see themselves

believes that they don't have

'Luck' could be seen as play-

as having no control whatsoev-

control over anything, they

ing a large role in what their

er, it will mean that the those

might not even be aware of

relationships are like and their

at the top, so to speak, will

the fact that they have control

genes could be seen as defin-

have a lot of power. There will

over how they respond. This

ing their health.

be a lot of people who don't

place around them.

that most of their power lies

A re Hum an Bein gs Ju s t
O bservers Of R eal ity ?
» Oliver JR Cooper

have much power and very few

person could have a 'victim
mentality', which means that

The Wider World

they will believe that the

As for what is taking place in

world, and everyone in it, is

their country and the world as

people who do.

It could be said that this is the
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case in most, if not all, coun-

One Factor

ing place in their unconscious

come to believe that some-

tries around the world. As a

On one side, the society that

mind.

thing or someone 'out there' is

result of this, it doesn't matter

they live in is likely to be built

that there are more people

on the view that they are just

This is the part of them that

who are 'enslaved' than there

observers and it will continu-

will hold the parts of them-

are in power, as they won't be

ally enforce this view. On the

able to do much about it.

willing to go down this path.
Author is

Focusing on and trying to

transformational

change what is going on exter-

writer, teacher and

Final Thoughts

nally is appealing but, if what is

consultant. His

selves that are too painful for

In order for someone to

going on 'out there' is nothing

other, they will have an ego-

them to acknowledge. This

change their own life and the

more than an effect, it won't

mind that has the same view.

'material' will relate to what

planet as a whole, it will be

solve anything. One will simply

they have disconnected from

essential for them to deal with

be trapped in an illusion that

Going Deeper

victimising them.

insightful commentary
and analysis covers
all aspects of human
transformation,
including love,

However, what if someone is

The society that they live

throughout their adult life,

the material and inner wounds

their ego-mind has created

not merely an 'observer' of

in will be an expression of

childhood years and what has

that are held deep in their

and they will be wasting their

their reality and is actually

ego-consciousness, which

been passed down from their

being. This won't be easy but if

precious time and energy; time

co-creating what appears to

means that it will be a society

ancestors.

they truly want to change their

and energy that could be used

Email: info@oliverjrcooper.co.uk

be 'out there'? This means that

that is based on duality. For

life and the planet, they will be

far more effectively.

Website: www.oliverjrcooper.co.uk

they themselves, along with

someone to see through the

Self-Victimisation

their fellow human beings,

illusion that their ego-mind

The trouble is that once some-

have control over their life and

creates - the part of them that

thing has been pushed out of

what takes place on the planet

allows them to have their own

their conscious awareness,

as a whole.

experience and is there to keep

their conscious mind will have

them alive - they will need to

forgotten all about it. There-

But, as they have been caught

develop the ability detach from

fore, when something happens

up in the belief that they are

this part of them and to ob-

'out there' that mirrors back a

passively observing reality,

serve its ways of functioning.

part of themselves that they
have lost touch with, they

it has caused them, and some
their fellow human beings, to

The Next Part

won't be able to see the con-

give their power away. More-

If someone, along with their

nection.

over, another outcome of this

fellow human beings, is not

is that people, situations and

merely an observer of their re-

Without this understanding,

circumstances have appeared

ality, how are they are co-cre-

it will be perfectly normal for

externally that are in align-

ating what is taking place 'out

them to feel victimised by

ment with the view that they

there'? Their conscious mind

someone or something else.

have very little, or no, control.

plays a part but most of what

And, when a large part of the

shows up externally is likely to

population is in this position, it

be a reflection of what is tak-

will also be normal for them to

partnership, self-love,
and inner awareness.

A True Form of Love

“My Grandmother Baa”
» Trupti

She didn’t understand who invented “the law of gravity”
But she was gold medalist in “the law of love”

She didn’t have any certificate from so called universities
But she proved her masters in child psychology
That’s why she was able to find out the reason whenever I was sad

She was not a certified doctor
But she had a magical medicine
Her hug that worked every time when I was in need

She did not know about rocket science theory
But she knew the recipe of happiness she cooked in the kitchen for us

She was not a certified neurologist
But her smile was creating an instant serotonin in my brain

Finally she was not able to go for a world tour
But when she used to wipe my face with her Sari palaay
It was her whole world

Source: https://bit.ly/3eH80Sm
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In the United States, for

celebrate a meal of fufu, a past

example, Christmas traditions

made from rice and yams, with

are a literal potpourri of the

stew or okra soup, porridge

Christmas traditions brought

and meats.

by immigrants, mostly European. For example, Yule log

In Liberia, oil palms decorat-

(English), Christmas tree (Ger-

ed with bells are used for a

man), carols or noels (France),

Christmas tree. On Christ-

Santa Claus (Dutch). In more

mas Day, simple gifts are

recent times, newer Christmas

exchanged among friends and

traditions have arrived with

family, such as cotton cloth,

the most recent immigrants

soap, sweets, pencils, and

such as luminaries (Mexico)

books are exchanged. Church

and "Feliz Navidad!" greeting

services on Christmas morn-

(Latin America generally).

ing usually have a reenactment of the first Christmas.

Christmas from around
the world

The following is a whirlwind

Christmas dinner, which con-

tour of some of the fun and

sists of rice, beef and biscuits,

different Christmas traditions

is held outdoors. Friend and

around the world.

family enjoy games and night
fireworks.

AFRICA
Christmas traditions in Africa

ASIA

are culturally rich and di-

While the peoples and cul-

verse. In Ghana, Christmas

tures of Asia are far removed

Eve is marked by the children

from Christianity and its

parading through the streets

Christmas traditions, the local

Christmas is both a religious holiday

singing Christmas songs and

Asian Christians have unique-

and increasingly a secular holiday

shouting "Christ is coming,

ly blended their Christian

heavily influenced by local culture.

Christ is coming! He is near!"

faith with their local cultures.

As a result, Christmas traditions are

Church services are held both

For example, Christmas in

as diverse as the world is diverse

Christmas Eve and Christmas

China (the Holy Birth Festival)

culturally.

Day. Following Church ser-

has many of the traditional

vices, family and close friends

Christmas symbols. Chinese

» William D. Atkin
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Christian families decorate

traditions originated in Europe.

excitedly count the days before

16th. For the next 8 evenings,

During the Christmas season

Christmas trees, or Trees of

Of course, many Christmas

Christmas with an Advent cal-

the celebrants reenact Mary and

and on Christmas Day, pinatas,

Light, with red paper chains

traditions in England have been

endar. In Holland, the children

Joseph's search for lodging by

papier-mache Christmas figures

(red is the color of happiness

adopted in America - mis-

anticipate the arrival of Sin-

going door to door with two cos-

and symbols, are filled with can-

in Chinese cultures), lanterns

tletoe, Yule logs, Christmas

terklaas on St. Nicholas Day on

tumed children carrying images

dy and suspended in the air by a

and flowers. The children anx-

hymns ("Hark! The Herald

December 6 and it a letterban-

of Mary and Joseph.

rope while blindfolded children

iously await the arrival of Dun

Angel Sings", "Deck the Halls"),

ket, a cake shaped in the form

On Christmas Eve (Buena

try to break them open with a

Che Lao Ren which in Chinese

carolers, Christmas stories

of the first letter of the family's

Noche), the children lead the

stick. When the piñata is broken,

means "Christmas Old Man.".

(Dickens's "A Christmas Carol"),

last name. In Sweden, In Swe-

procession to the local church

the candy spills on the floor and

When permitted by local law,

roasted chestnuts, wassail,

den, the Christmas festivities

and place Mary and Joseph in

the children scramble to retrieve

Asian Christians do gather in

hanging stockings by the chim-

begin on December 13 with St.

the nacimiento (crèche or man-

as much as they can.

churches on Christmas Eve and

ney.

Lucia's Day, the patron saint of

ger). Mass is held at midnight

light. Early in the morning of St.

followed by church bells and

January 6th ( the Day of the

But even in England, there are

Lucia's Day, the oldest daughter

fireworks.

Three Kings or Wisemen) marks

unique Christmas traditions -

in a Swedish family dresses as

Even though the vast majority

Christmas dinners with turkey

the "Queen of Light" (wearing a

Poinsettias, piñatas, farolitos

long Christmas celebrations

of Asians are not Christian, the

with chestnut stuffing, roasted

long white dress and a crown of

(luminaries) and tamales are all

throughout Latin America. In

secular aspects of the Western

goose with currants, Yorkshire

leaves). She enters the bedroom

a joyous part of the Christmas

Mexico, on the eve of January

EVEN THOUGH THE

Christmas traditions (Christmas

pudding, Christmas cake. On

of each family member to serve

season in Mexico. Poinsettias,

5th, the children leave their

trees and gifts) have become

Christmas Day, the Queen

them treats.

with their red star-shaped flow-

shoes on the windowsill and find

VAST MAJORITY OF

fashionable among many of the

delivers a Christmas greeting

ers, decorate Mexican homes

them filled with candy and small

Asian middle and upper classes.

by radio and television. Perhaps

LATIN AMERICA

and serve as a reminder of the

gifts the next morning. In Vene-

Throughout Asia at Christmas

the most puzzling for their

La Navidad (Christmas) is a col-

boy who was going to church to

zuela, the children leave straw

SECULAR ASPECTS

time, you can find large depart-

American cousins is Boxing

orful, exciting holiday through-

see the nativity scene but had no

next to their beds on January

OF THE WESTERN

ment stores decorated with

Day, the day after Christmas

out Latin America. While the

gift for the Christ child. On his

5th and the next morning find

Christmas trees, Christmas

when people give small gifts to

celebrations vary widely, the

way, he found some small green

that the straw has been replaced

CHRISTMAS

lights and the occasional Santa

service provides and merchants

religious significance is still the

branches which he brought and

with gifts.

Claus.

with whom they associate

focal point for the celebration.

laid by the nativity scene as his

EUROPE

during the year.

Mexico is a typical example of

gift. Some people laughed at his

No matter where in the world

FASHIONABLE

An American would find him

Every European country has

the focus on the original Christ-

sincere, but humble gift. How-

one visits, joyous and colorful

AMONG MANY OF

or herself quite at home with

its unique Christmas traditions

mas story. In Mexico, Las Posa-

ever, these small branches soon

Christmas celebrations await.

the Christmas celebrations

as well as traditions that are

das, the nine days reenactment

blossomed with the beautiful

Merry Christmas, Feliz Navidad,

THE ASIAN MIDDLE

throughout Europe since so

shared with other Western cul-

of Mary and Joseph's journey to

red poinsettias blossoms.

Froehliche Weihnachten, Mele

many of America's Christmas

tures. In Germany, the children

Bethlehem begins on December

Christmas Day to celebrate the
birth of Christ.

the end of the almost month-

Kalikimaka!

ASIANS ARE NOT
CHRISTIAN, THE

TRADITIONS
HAVE BECOME

AND UPPER
CLASSES.
Source: https://bit.ly/38q4DOI
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ANGER MANAGEMENT

the rains that are pounding out-

than my desires.The rain gave

let go and let life have its way

side. They both seem complete-

me a good excuse to stay inside

but, I have found the pay-off

ly undisturbed by a rainstorm.

and write. My anger has dis-

is immeasurable. I am learning

So, I will take my clue from them

solved and I am laughing inside.

to develop inner contentment
regardless of the circumstances.

to relax and just laugh that life

If Everything
Goes Wrong,

had a different plan for me to-

I invite you today if there is any

day. The truth is, I haven't been

topic in your life that is causing

Our journey upon this earth

feeling very inspired to write.

you turmoil to simply laugh at

is so very short. Let's laugh as

whatever it is.

much as we can along the way.

I know that I can't force words

Just Laugh...

onto the page and always have

For usually in 30-90 days, what-

to bow to divine timing when

ever issue seems so monumen-

a surge of willingness erupts

tal to you now, will fade softly

from,and I can then sit down at

into the background and then

the computer and channel the

you can laugh at your foolish-

inspiration that my spirit wishes

ness for having been so upset

to share. I believe there is a

about it. I know this takes an in-

perfection to life that is greater

credible amount of faith to just

» Liah Howard
"If everything goes wrong- just

"Rats!" I thought- I was going to

perfection that leans in favor of

laugh!"This idea came to me in

attend an outdoor concert with

the whole over the individual.

meditation this morning after

a friend, at a park today.My next

deeply crying out to infinite

thought was "The universe is

To demonstrate this point, con-

spirit for relief from a difficult

really messing with me today." I

sider that even though I will not

situation that I have been pro-

know this must sound very self

be attending the concert today

cessing.

centered and indeed it is, but

the rain is a welcome relief

sometimes I think that life is

from the dry heat we have been

When I first heard this inner

testing my ability to flow and be

having. The birds are singing

guidance from my higher self,

flexible and let go of how and

and the ground is soaking up the

I got a bit angry. "Easy for you

when things should happen.Yet,

welcome refreshment. My kitty

to say just laugh, from your

on a larger scale there may be a

is sitting next to me at my desk

non-physical perspective" I

more perfect plan working out

and my puppy is snuggled by my

thought to myself. Then as I was

that is synchronized with divine

feet. We are having some un-

sitting there it started to rain.

timing and has an existential

planned family time because of

SOMETIMES I THINK THAT
LIFE IS TESTING MY ABILITY
TO FLOW AND BE FLEXIBLE
AND LET GO OF HOW AND
WHEN THINGS SHOULD
HAPPEN.
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Why We

overcome the natural ten-

than why you cannot!

dencies, which create further

Head/ heart; healing

challenges, etc!

Overcoming your fears, takes
many factors, and actions, and

Let FRIGHT

Control Us?
» Richard Brody

Relevant & realistic

must use, the finest aspects

Responding to fears, in a

of, both your emotional, and

relevant, realistic manner, and

logical components, in a head/

maintaining a positive ratio-

heart balance! You begin your

nale, and a can - do, attitude,

personal healing, when your

is the best strategy, to move

goals, and aspirations, begin

forward, effectively, rather

to outweigh, your focus, on

than becoming one's own

failing, and what might occur

worst enemy!

(from a negative perspective)!

Integrity

Tell truth

Never lie to yourself, because,

Be honest with yourself,

Many believe, our fear of

will attempt to, briefly, con-

unless/ until, you consis-

because unless/ until, you tell

failure, is dominant, in terms

sider, examine, review, and

tently proceed with absolute

yourself the truth, you can't

of why, we proceed, in certain

discuss, using the mnemonic

integrity, you minimize your

become the best, you can!

ways. However, in more cases,

approach, what this means

possibilities! Expand your

Constantly seek to improve,

than not, it's not the fear of

and represents, why it mat-

imagination, and consider

and learn relevant skills, facts,

failing, but, often, succeeding,

ters, and how, it's up to each

various, viable options and al-

etc! Learn from both, your ex-

which is responsible for, how

of us, to determine, our mind-

ternatives, to provide quality

periences, as well as the time -

we respond, and proceed!

set, attitude, and response.

possibilities, and ideas! Will

tested, knowledge, of others!

you proceed, in a personally,

Avoid procrastinating, and

Either way, why do we permit
our FRIGHT to control us?

Face facts; Foresight; Fears

inspiring way, or, a potentially,

proceed, in a well - consid-

Wouldn't we be better served,

One of the greatest dangers,

damaging one?

ered, timely manner, always!

if/ when, we automatically,

most of us face, is the ten-

sought to transform lemons,

dency to procrastinate, when,

Growth

You can let your fears, and

into, lemonade? When one

well - considered, proactive

The only way, we can become

FRIGHT, control you, or learn

faces one of life's obstacles,

behavior, would be far more

great, personally, is to seek to

to, and commit to, overcoming

most treat these as problems,

beneficial! When, we proceed,

maximize the degree of your

these, in your own best inter-

when a better result, would

with the foresight, to face the

personal growth, in the most

ests! Do you really want to

come from, considering these,

facts, rather than succumb to

beneficial way, and focus on

become, the best you can?

as challenges, to overcome!

our fears, our positive possi-

the reasons, you can, rather

With that in mind, this article

bilities, become endless, and

BE HONEST

WITH YOURSELF,

BECAUSE UNLESS/
UNTIL, YOU TELL
YOURSELF THE

TRUTH, YOU CAN'T
BECOME THE BEST,
YOU CAN!
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